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For Ukraine, the fundamental achievement in the area of military developments was the creation of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. However, the challenges related to the future development of the Armed Forces require persistent efforts from the defence management agencies. The list of problems includes:

- Ukraine’s strategic choice;
- Further development of the security strategy, definition of future roles and models of the armed forces;
- Identifying and implementing key advances in the art of war;
- Decision on the programmes for development of the services and other military formations;
- Transition to new principles of unit training;
- Equipping the Armed Forces with new weapon systems and ammunition;
- Transition from a centralised resource management system to an effective logistics system of the Armed Forces.

As you can see, the problems of the Armed Forces are at different levels and require managerial decisions at different levels. Thus, the main task of military science in the
support of the Armed Forces’ development is to explain the nature of the problem and, based on that information, to search for rational and adequate solutions.

Based on my own experience, in the discussion of the role of science in the development of the Armed Forces we can identify three main areas where scientific analysis could support managerial decisions.

First, at the conceptual and strategic level scientists may contribute to the development of national security concept and strategy through analysis of threats, support to the development of a strategy to provide military security, etc. We consider this as the most complex element. Errors at this level may entail catastrophic effects. Solving these problems requires joint efforts of highly intellectual state leaders, leaders of the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine, and research and analysis organizations. As far as Ukraine is concerned, the difficulties in solving these problems relate primarily to the geo-political place of Ukraine, the level of economic development, the availability of resources, and in particular the lack of diversification of energy sources. These factors have a strong impact on particular decisions we make.

In dealing with these problems the Ministry of Defence relies on:

- The Centre for Military-Strategic Research at the National Defence Academy;
- The Central Scientific Research Institute of the Armed Forces;
- The intellectual capacity of the officers and mid-level officials serving in the Ministry of Defence and the General Staff.

In the past, the joint efforts of the Ministry of Defence, the General Staff and the scientific institutions made it possible to determine the main directions in the development of the Armed Forces and to develop the respective legislative foundation. As of today, the main challenges in the military sphere and the guidance on providing military security of the state are reflected in the Military Doctrine and the draft Military Strategy (final approval of the Strategy is pending).

Indeed, at this strategic level, scientific studies supported the elaboration of the main theoretical statements on the evolving art of war, strategy, and operational art, as well as the development of the main forms in using the Joint Rapid Reaction Forces. Results of these studies were reflected in the Foundation for Preparing and Using the Armed Forces of Ukraine, the Strategic Concept and the Strategic Plan, 2006-2011.

In the preparation of these documents we adhered to new principles of strategic planning and employment of the Armed Forces.

At the second level, our main task was to design a set of main and target programmes for the development of the Armed Forces. At this level, scientific organisations were
instrumental in the process of force transformation, supporting the design of programmes for provision of command and control, personnel, education, material support and supplies, unit training, and infrastructure development. Of particular importance were contributions to the decision-making process on the implementation of these programmes, including work on the associated system of criteria and assessment of effectiveness.

This is the level of identification, systematisation and definition of the structural needs of human resources, weapon systems and military equipment, materiel and military infrastructure. At this level we resolve issues of rational use of limited resources through implementation of the programme-based goal-oriented method, which enabled us to lay the foundation for sound defence planning and force development.

The following scientific and research organisations provide contribution at this level:

- The Joint Scientific and Research Institute of the Armed Forces;
- The Scientific Centre for Combat Employment of Land Forces;
- The State Scientific and Research Aviation Institute;
- The Naval Research Centre;
- The Human Factors Research Institute;
- Scientific and Research Institute of Military Medicine;
- Scientific and Methodological Centre of Military Education.

The main research efforts were focused on analysis and developing proposals related to the elaboration and the implementation of the State Programme for the Development of the Armed Forces, 2006-2011, as well as towards the enhancement of the systems for budget and defence planning.

Special attention was placed on the rationale for improving the existing command and control system. Researchers contributed to the introduction of modern approaches to operations and the drafting of new Operations Manual of the Armed Forces. Research results were used as a basis in defining the structure, functions, and tasks of a new command and control organisation – the Joint Operations Command of the Armed Forces. Supporting studies allowed us to enhance the capacity for evaluation of combat and mobilisation readiness, to program the development of capabilities for emergency medical support and medical evacuation, etc.

The dynamics of international defence cooperation increased dramatically, especially as it concerns the implementation of the NATO-Ukraine Annual Target Plan in the framework of the NATO-Ukraine Action Plan. At this second level the cooperation between scientists of Ukraine and NATO increased significantly.
Third, at the level which I call “applied, material,” our main tasks are to define the requirements towards the future capabilities of military units, weapon systems and military equipment, organisational structures, scientific support, etc., and the ways to meet these requirements. The challenge here is in the practical implementation under resource constraints. Of particular importance in that regard is the development of methods for prioritisation, the increase of efficiency in using limited budget funds, the enhancement of the system for evaluation and control, etc. Thus, the real challenge at this level is not the identification of requirements, but the most rational use of budgets to meet specific requirements.

Scientists provide support at this level through identification of ways for developing armaments and military equipment, approaches to their modernisation, extension of life-cycle, and disposal, efficient maintenance of arsenals, bases and storage depots for missiles and ammunition. Towards that purpose we introduced an automated information and analytical system for monitoring bases, storages, arsenals, and other hazardous installations.

The following scientific and research organizations provide contribution at this level:

- The Central Scientific and Research Institute of the Armed Forces for Armaments and Military Equipment;
- The State Aviation Scientific and Testing Centre;
- The Scientific Centre for Artillery at the Military Artillery Institute;
- The Scientific Centre for Communications and Information;
- The Scientific Centre for Metrology and Military Standards;
- The Scientific and Research Centre of the Armed Forces for Oceanographic Studies.

As we are well aware, the implementation of the programme-based, goal-oriented method into practice has the potential to increase the efficiency in the use of defence resources. We see the current lack of effectiveness and efficiency in the allocation of defence resources as the main problem in the further development of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. Resolving this problem is the main immediate task for our scientists. And here I would like to express my warmest gratitude to Dr. Todor Tagarev for his persistent assistance to the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine for the creation of an effective system for defence planning and harmonising the routine activities of the Armed Forces with the process of planning and executing the state budget.¹

In conclusion, I would like to express my conviction that this conference will facilitate the systematisation of knowledge and experience in using scientific support in managing the transformation of the Armed Forces of our countries and will greatly assist decision makers dealing with the immense challenges of transformation.
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